
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 7:19 PM 
To: Tony Unruh 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; 'david aufrichtig'; 'Gil Baer'; 'Tracy Borkum'; 'Oscar Dike'; 
'Graham Downes'; 'Michael Friedman'; 'Gary Gevisser'; 'Marc Goupile'; 'Lawrence 
Hart'; 'Carla & Joey Hotz'; 'Ricky Jacobs'; 'Jeff Jaffe'; 'Jeff Jaffe'; 'Gavin 
Jaffe'; 'Howard Katz'; 'Anita Magnenat'; 'Rob Purkiss'; 'Hilarie Sellers'; 
'Ellana Slotar'; 'Alec Smollan'; 'Jacob Steinaluf'; 'Dee Summers'; 'Shaun 
Tomson'; 'Jennifer Tomson'; 'paul tomson'; 'Marie p Tomson'; 'tracy tomson'; 
'Andrew Duncan'; 'Carina Von Sorgenfrei'; ahackner@netactive.co.za; 
mandm@global.co.za; bergermd@aol.com; BermanJ@scmb.co.za; bsmail@xtra.co.nz; 
Valerie & Stanley; iti04598@mweb.co.za; bdfabric@iafrica.com; Diane Levy - Alumni 
Carmel College, Durban, South Africa; ccecchetto@kfmb.com; Hbar4@aol.com; 
gkluk@attglobal.net; jbkrifcher@aol.com; joal2@erols.com; kellyberm@aol.com; 
lance.berman@spcorp.com; alana@netvision.net.il; lhack@home.com; 
aronz@earthlink.net; morkelb@home.com; Sidney Abelski Esq.; 
nataliefainsod@hotmail.com; Neil Gould; ccochran@thesandiegochannel.com; 
cconcann@fas.harvard.edu; clapper@maaganm.co.il; ccrest 
(cc_rest@nextraterrestrial.com); Ronnie@crystal.com.au; deputygm@peninsula.co.za; 
slevin@nepa.org.za; sir@akamail.com; spberman@sabje.co.za; sperling@iafrica.com; 
Irwin Strous Esq.; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard 
University Law School; Cliff Benn; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South 
African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Roy Essakow - 
Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Jeffrey Malatskey CA-CPA - South Africa, Israel, 
Australia blah blah; Jeffrey Essakow; Selwyn Gerber - Economist - CPA; Dr. 
Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; 
Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Author-Journalist 
Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's 
estate; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Edward Jay 
Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator 
Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 
Scholar-Rich Clinton; US Navy Vice Admiral John Stufflebeem; 
jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Oprah; Devin Standard; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate 
Past President of the New State Bar Association; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni 
MIT & Cornell University; Paul Edwards; Paul Robinson; oreilly@foxnews.com; Helen 
Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South 
Africa; South African Consulate General; South China Morning Post; Tony "non-
racial liberal" Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of 
South Africa; Michelle Kube - Execuitve Producer, The Bill Handle Show KFI-AM 640 
"More Stimulating Talk Sh*t Radio" [sic].; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Solly Krok; 
Ron Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; editors@jpost.com; 
editor@shanghaidaily.com; Warrengs@state.gov; Goldman Sachs; Molly H. Hubbard - 
Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's 
law firm representing the House of Saud; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of 
King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review 
Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase 
Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; King Golden Jr. Esq.; The 
Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of 
Broadcasters; William Clark - Petro Dollar Wars; Leutenant William Kemery - San 
Diego Sheriffs Department Internal Affairs Unit; Deborah "Aggressive-Billions 
Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; Shunit (E-mail); FBI; United States Justice 



Department; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of 
"Independance" [sic]; Mossad; Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative 

Correspondent And Host - WCBS-TV; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: KIDS TO JUST3ANTS.COM - RE: a six-pack of absolution 
 
Howzit China! 
 
Just got back from the doctor - doesn’t look like I will have to have the left 
baby finger amputated, just yet, going now to sleep, VERY rough night last night, 
the sound of the large crashing waves followed in split seconds by the gushing of 
the fresh ocean swept salty air helping greatly overcome the pain and exhilarate 
me for yet another beyond belief day, not yet even made love to my most beautiful 
bodied French-Canadian wife, but when I awake I expect you and the rest trying to 
find a way to confess to be fully up to speed on the Capt. Raymond Westerling and 
his connections to the DEI Company that affords all you so “soft nonsense 
talkers” so much time on your hands, typing away helping increase the circle of 
those dependent upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day. 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Westerling 
 
BTW have you sent your kids to jus3ants.com? 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mikeko-tshirt.pdf 
 
Better yet, even if you have already guided them, thanks to me, to where they are 
already financially independent, gold last trading at around the US$920 level and 
none of my F-C wife's 3 oil paintings at the Del Mar Fair have yet sold although 
such a showing is not yet open to the public, they might still find it very cool 
as well as spiritually uplifting to apply for a job with us starting out by 
selling the first batch of THE MEEK WITH TEETH SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH t-shirts 
 
Ps – Try as much as you want to resist thinking about, with both the US and 
British Governments having placed the most cruel, the most barbaric arms embargo 
on the State of Israel that included jailing men of military age entering 
Palestine-Israel to fight alongside the heavily outnumbered Israel Defense Force, 
both Allied governments and their financial backers expecting Ben Gurion’s and 
Begin’s Jewish Underground fighters to be overrun in no more than a few hours at 
the official start of Israel’s War of Independence May 14th, 1948, Ben Gurion 
would order a month later, his most trusted field commander Yitzhak Rabin, to not 
only kill Jewish fighters belonging Begin’s more militant Irgun Jewish 
Underground but sink the Altalena ship in Tel-Aviv harbor that was carrying much 
needed weaponry to fight the extraordinarily well armed, with both weapons and 
intelligence, Arab Armies.  
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/tunruh-3-29-04.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Westerling
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mikeko-tshirt.pdf


 
 
When last did you hear anyone call Ben Gurion and Field Marshall Jan Smuts 
“nuts”? 
 
Ps II – Do you have a comment on Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay 
Epstein’s epic non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention? 
 
Ps III – When do you think President George W. Bush should immediately suspend 
the trading of shares in public corporations? 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm 
 
Ps IV – Do I need to further explain that Risk Assessment is my business? 
 
[Word count 463] 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: tony [mailto:unruhboyer@earthlink.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 12:03 PM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: a six-pack of absolution 
 
 
 
 
more ramblings 
 
GB at Father Peter's confessional. 
 
GB:   Holy father, forgive me for I have sinned. I'm the insinerator,   
heh heh heh. 
FP:   Do I know you son, d'you belong to my church? 
GB:   No father, I am not even a catholic, but I need some quick   
absolution. 
FP:   And you are? 
GB:   The pres-odent of these united states 
FP:   O boy! OK. I'm ready, communicate to me, son. 
GB:   I had a dream your faithfulness 
FP:   One dream? 
GB:   Episodic dreams, your fatherliness,  that's more'n one dream on a   
theme. 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm
mailto:[mailto:unruhboyer@earthlink.net]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Altalena_off_Tel-Aviv_beach.jpg


FP:   Dreams are the evacuations of your unconscious , What did they   
reveal to you? 
GB:   I was in the dock at a war crimes tribunal at the Haig. My   
accusers were Saddam and Osama. 
FP:   Oooh, that's a twist. 
GB:   The judge  ruled that  even though the accusers were also perhaps   
guilty of crimes, he allowed the trial to proceed. 
FP:   On what grounds? 
GB:   Lying under oath. 
FP:   Lying is bad, usually has unintended consequences - say 500 hail   
Mary's. God will forgive you. 
      Is that it for your sins? 
GB:   War has  unintended consequences some good some bad. Energy   
stocks went way up - ethanol futures are good. 
FP:   But, what of the 4,000 american fatalities, the 30,000 wounded,    
and the hundreds of thousands of Iraqi dead and injured and that   
their country is ruined. 
GB:   History will judge me as the Liberator of Iraq. 
FP:   Incredible. Say 100 hail Mary's for each dead american soldier,   
50 for each of the wounded. I'll ask God about the hail Mary count   
for the life of a Muslims. 
      Let's say for now  we can safely discount the iraqis casualties to   
10 hail Mary's per thousand, 
      Your total is  um... 4 times 1plus 3 times 5 carry 5 zeroes...um,.. 
 
let's even it out to  5Million hail Mary's - that's a lot, maybe 'll   
take 2 months without sleeping but it's worth it. 
      These are big sins and if you don't say them, purgatory is forever, 
 
so don't go there. 
      Is there anything else? 
GB:   Yes. They accused me of profiting from the misery inflicted by   
the collapse of american economy. 
FP:   They said that? 
GB:   Well, my dream says they said that. But oil is getting scarcer,   
we all know that. But they said that because we caused the chaotic   
market, I made a billion on insider info and kick-backs from the oil   
companies and the house of Saud. 
      Now that's horse doo doo. Profiteering is the american way. Is it 
not? 
FP:   No my son, and when the poor and middle class suffer, so does the   
church. Revenues are down. Make a small contribution to the Church, a   
tithe (10%) of a billion, how much is that? $100 million? and  I'll   
ask god to go easy on you. 
      Maybe only 100 more hail Mary's  - you can say them first and get it 
 
over with. 
      That's got to be it, I have to go - ok? 
GB:   No - pater, I took the  credit for all of this, but it's really   
Dick and Karl who ran the show. I made the speeches and communicated   
to the folks to lower their expectorations. 
FP:   The meek shall inherit the earth.Taking undue credit is an   



abomination before the Lord. 
GB:   Did you say - Obama nation? 
FP:   Don't get too hung up on that. Next sin. make it brief. 
GB:   I have a crush on Ariana Huffington. She stands for everything I   
don't, but she says it so oooo sexy in her greek style. Her husband   
turned queer on her, what's with that father, how's that possible? 
FP:   I have to go. Send the check. $100million! 
GB:   You got it. Say - Is it OK to play golf again, casualties are   
down????     
      I've done all I can - I can say the hail Mary's on the course???? 
 
_____________________ 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 12:09 PM 
To: President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: I AM NOT KIDDING - INTERESTING - F- C - YAMIKA - one more time-  

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mikeko-tshirt.pdf 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/bsteidle-interestingf-c.pdf 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/MBOYD-LIED.pdf 
 
 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 12:04 PM PT 

To: Andrew Duncan 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Paul Robinson; Garry Purkiss; Gary "A Jewish 9 is a 4 with 

money" Legator; Shunit; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Alan M. Dershowitz - 

Harvard University Law School; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Solly Krok; 

Tony "non-racial liberal" Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance - 
Republic of South Africa; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel 

War of "Independance" [sic]; Mossad; Paul Edwards; Cliff Benn; Noreen Kane 

Steinabel; Raymond Oshry Esq.; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; djmemm@aol.com; 

Dr. Laura Family; Augusto Benito Vargis; Tefo Mohapi; Lebogang Ditshwene; Lelo 

Boyana; Tsetse Hlalele; Anele Mdoda; Benedict Maseko; Duncan Mashika; Jama 
Dlamini; Kivan Maharaj; Lesego Mogoatlhe; Motshewa Matetoa; Neo Molefe; Ron 

Derby; Singita Loyiso Maluleke; tmonyepao@scsafrica.com; Unathi Mdoda; Edward 

Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; 

Sternshow@howardstern.com; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David 

Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Ernest Slotar Inc.; 

Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; Jay McMichael - CNN 
photojournalist; ymags@jpost.com; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's 

lawyer; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Joe Carroll - Bloomberg 

News Room; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the 

SEC; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional Senior Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT 

PARTNERS ; E. Trimble - President of KFMB TV; earlyshow@cbs.com; Kimberly 
"This Dog Don't Hunt" Hunt; King Golden Jr. Esq.; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's 

mailto:[mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
mailto:President@whitehouse.gov
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mailto:ymags@jpost.com
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writer; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former 

Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior 

DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary 
Valder - Trilateral Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James 

A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of 

Saud; James A Mackay - LORDS-LLOYDS OF LONDON; president@radford.edu; 

Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Enid Enga Pigors - Office of the Chairman & 

CEO of Coca Cola; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; 
Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 

Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Bernard Lazarus 

- Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter 

"The Pig" Lazarus; Mossad; United States Justice Department 

Subject: YAMIKA - one more time-  

 
Would you be interested in editing my forthcoming communiqué to Paul Robinson? 

 

How well do you know Shunit? 

 

What about Carla? 
 

Could you also share with Adam L. Tucker whether you think he has made the right 

decision not to include in the “ticker tape” other insightful words from my very 

brilliant, so very quick read French-Canadian wife, “Being non-confrontational is no 

excuse for bad judgment!”? 
 

Do you think parents who allow their children to get away with “playing politics” 

both with their friends and family members inevitably lose all their sensitivity 

resulting in the children inevitably becoming less conscious than their parents if in 

fact that is at all possible to imagine? 

 
You think that I was correct when reciting to my good friend Derrick Beare of 

Investec the following words expressed by my very brilliant F-C wife who can see a 

“fast talker” coming “from a mile away” especially when they are so very non-

athletic: 

 
We use the excuse of family when it is plain simply money, pure 

greed because if you were really concerned with family would you 

want to raise your kid to be this corrupt because they will have to be 

more corrupt to survive unless of course they inherit the money, is 

that what you are planning to do? 
 

Bear in mind, that Derrick who left South Africa with his entire immediate family 2 

days after his barmitzvah in Durban that was also presided over by Professor Rabbi 

Abner Weiss, just like mine was a couple or so years before, on April 25th, 1970 

mailto:president@radford.edu
mailto:Senator@kennedy.senate.gov
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-bounce.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20shunit-blackandwhite.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/carlo-hotbutton.pdf
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some 311 odd days before Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard was 

buried in a church, was very possibly the best Jewish athlete coming out of South 

Africa of our generation, which I wager was the most athletic generation in modern 
day times even though few if any of us were vegetarian as my wife and I have been 

for well over a year, the results I dare to suggest can be found in large part in our 

very healthy sex life that wasn’t exactly bad to begin with. 

 

You know better than to start or end a sentence with a preposition and yet not one 
heavily populating Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatter I happen to know 

thinks it wise to engage me in debating how they can interpret the Hebrew Bible 

that smacks of entrepreneurialism beginning with G-d choosing not necessarily the 

best human being to be the first Jewish person but rather a free market trader, 

Abraham like none other and yet these Black Hatters while serving as the “cushion” 

of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel the most anti-competition organization the 
world has ever known have their “hands out” constantly, no shame whatsoever 

even ridiculing the Israeli government when they don’t give these so hypocritical 

succulents what they want which includes the destruction of the State of Israel. 

 

Don’t you dare forget for one moment that when someone such as the 
overwhelming majority of Black Hatters say they “don’t support the State of Israel” 

they are very much enemies of the State of Israel and their cozying up to the 



nutcases in Iran say everything; and trust me when I tell you that I know more 

Black Hatters than most Jewish people who again just like Derrick and Rabbi Weiss 

are only Jewish when it suits their pocket book; the same when it comes to their 
loyalty to family which is not suggest that Rabbi Weiss who is now divorced from 

Shifra his first wife of a lifetime is because he wanted less enjoyable sex with 

someone else. 

 

Of course Shifra like the Rabbi was my immediate family’s closest Jewish friends in 
the hell hole of Durban, South Africa, although as I have mentioned previously our 

most trusted friends were Indian Muslims, and the proof can be found not just 

because in the end after I left for the United States in March 1978 to take over from 

my uncle Dave as the American head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, my 

father just before he and my mom moved to live in their double flat at Heron Water 

located on 2nd beach Clifton, Cape Town, very possibly the most valuable piece of 
real estate in all of South Africa, had Mascot Salot and his family take care of my 

going blind long haired white chiwawa, Chichi who you see below in my left hand 

 

 
and in my right hand our short-haired chiwawa Mutik who looked similar to our 

Pypeetoe, our sweetest of sweet Italian greyhound who had the exact same 
personality of [sic] Mutik which is Hebrew for “sweet”; Mutik a word I hadn’t heard 



in a long while before hearing my lifetime Israeli Special Forces commando friend 

Guy Friedman recently calling his most exquisite Chinese-Israeli daughter Mia by 

that so affectionate name. 

 
When last did you think about being hungry and then looking around and finding 

that you had nothing either in the fridge or pantry to eat, even too afraid to go out 

and panhandle for fear of being arrested, thrown in jail where at least you would 

get on occasion a hot meal served by people not all that much better off both 

financial and spiritually? 
 

It wouldn’t surprise me if you have never gone hungry or for that matter felt like 

you were dying of thirst, let alone being dropped in the middle of the Arabian 

desert armed with a relatively light and small caliber weapon, a water bottle, 

sufficient ammunition to engage in a relatively short firefight but with enough of a 

Jewish kop to know how best to bring out the best in your Bedouin guides? 
 

You are not just a prick, although not close to being as big a slimeball as The IT, 

but you have the audacity to still think you are smart because you still know how to 

turn on your computer and type a whole bunch of meaningless words, all the while 

ignoring the very important truths that have very intelligent human beings like 
Rabbi Weiss choosing smartly to be quiet at this time. 

 

The Prime Minister of Israel represents the extraordinary “divide” going on right 

now in Israel and you will recall that I was the very first “credible” person in the 

world to not only take issue with this imbecile of a Jewish person and those he 
surrounded himself with to lead the many Peoples of Israel but I went so far as to 

suggest that it was an absolute outrage that Ami Ayalon, a name so very few 

people in Israel knew all that well, apart from those very few in the most elite of 

Israel’s Special Forces commando units such as the brutal Israel Navy’s Maritime 

Special Forces unit, Flotilla 13, was “sitting at home, clicking his heels” as this 

moron of morons Olmert led Israel into battle against some 100 or so Hezbollah 
Special Op commandos mimicking very brilliantly the best of Israel’s Special Forces 

commandos; such well trained and led Special Ops commandos broken up in to 

about 10 groups – you can do the math – approximately 10 in each group just text 

messaging one another, able to not only cause the evacuation of Haifa, Israel’s 3rd 

largest city, housing a population of sum 300,000 but inflicting heavy losses on 

http://uk.news.yahoo.com/rtrs/20080519/tpl-uk-israel-olmert-43a8d4f.html


Israel’s army made up of mostly very “green” young kids, resulting after some 6 

weeks in not only failing to get back the kidnapped Israeli soldiers that precipitated 

the war, but a “stalemate” that only came about when eventually other Israeli 
Special Forces began to assist the Israeli non-Jewish, Druze only, Special Forces 

unit that was engaged with the enemy right from the very start and took not a 

single casualty. 

 

Now think about this. 
 

You have the Black Hatters refusing on the grounds of their religious beliefs not to 

fight in Israel’s military, getting government handouts left, right and center, all the 

while the backbone of the De Beers the most virulently anti-Semitic organization 

that were the principal financiers of Hitler, and you have the most extraordinary 

Special Forces non-Jewish unit risking life and limb for the State of Israel that puts 
up with all the crap of the Black Hatters? 

 

Fuckheads such as you feel so good about yourselves as you pride yourself living in 

the Diaspora on the fact that Israel has “survived and prospered” through the past 

6 decades without you giving any more thought to what it has taken for Israelis 
such as Ami Ayalon who haven’t known a moments peace, than you do for those 

who are constantly hungry and thirsty. 

 

South African Jewish people are in fact the most desensitized of all the human 

beings I know given how they have had all the knowledge, all the suffering of the 
poor masses from the beginning of time and chose without exception to ignore all 

the cries of the Black South African masses whose only “sin” was besides for being 

superior intellectually and physically, being born with more pigmentation in their 

skin, no different to us Jewish people being born Jewish and us “turncoat” Jewish 

people making a big song and dance about how Hitler decided to exterminate us to 

the “last man” only because we were Jewish. 
 

You all make me want to vomit! 

 

The often used expression by Jewish South Africans, “If there wasn’t a Black 

problem there would be a Jewish problem” goes to the heart of the deep 
deprivation of Jewish South Africans throughout the world and why it is that they 

not only “cluster” so very “to-get-her” [sic] but are all about “money, me”; 

moreover they pride themselves on being so very “in” with people like the Lazarus 

clan of Durban North, South Africa who they all know were like American Charles 

Engelhard “open supporters” of the brutally repressive South African Apartheid 
Regime aka the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division, to the point that none of you, 

whether Gentile or Jewish, find anything in the least bit wrong when the leader of 

this most vile clan, Bernhard Lazarus, the surviving brother of Gunter “The Pig” 

Lazarus, is so proudly verbose, so arrogant in his automatic email responses as he 

tells the world how great is his constantly vacationing lifestyle. 
 

From: blazarus@mweb.co.za 
Sent: Sunday, May 18, 2008 4:36 PM 

mailto:blazarus@mweb.co.za


To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: Re: BOUNCED BACK - I wonder what will be said about my 
families legacy of inaction? 
 
Dear Friends 
We are overseas on holiday  from 12 May 2008 until 12 July 2008 
Kindly restrain your correspondence enthusiasm and I will do likewise. 
  
Kind regards 
Bernhard Lazarus 

 
Again, you prick, continue sucking up to all your friends who just can’t get enough 

of the Lazarus clan, and that includes each and everyone on Garry Purkiss’ so very 

hot email list who “to a man” have yet to distance themselves from the Lazarus 

clan. 

 

BTW, my left baby finger is now aching like crazy, still looks very infected and 
Adam L. Tucker who had to go to Mexico last week to purchase Cipro to combat his 

Crohn’s disease has kindly offered me some of his pills given how he did some 

research and found that Cipro is one of the antibiotics used to kill tetanus. 

 

What do you think? 
 

What do you also think about me first going to see my primary physician Dr. Glenn 

Soppe who I ran into at the last big party Marie and I attended at the rather large 

home belonging to the young daughter-in-law and 92-year old son of a former 

President of Mexico in no longer Mexico controlled Rancho Sante Fe, my forgetting 
to ask Glenn about the finger that I had taped up tightly following a fall that 

Sunday morning on my very crashed second hand Cannondale mountain bicycle 

that had a piece of a very rusty barbed wire fence cutting my finger in the last 

groove section, all the way to the bone? 

 
Have you yet begun to view lists like the Forbes Magazine world’s 400 richest 

people a little differently, especially now that you know that the Mossad don’t pay 

for either their weapon systems or their intelligence and yet the Prime Minister of 

Israel gets caught being handed paltry sums of worthless-fictitious and so very 

blood stained US-De Beers Dollar in envelopes? 

 
When last, apart from right now as I remind you, have you thought to go back as I 

have kept reminding you, to what else did David Ben Gurion introduce when 

recalled back into “active service” back in the summer of 1954 following the 

botched covert Suzannah Operation in Cairo, Egypt where the lead Israeli Military 

Intelligence officer responsible for all the logistics on the ground “turned”, most 
likely even before the start of this most important operation aimed at embarrassing 

Israel’s two biggest enemies; namely the British and American Governments? 

 

You don’t think he simply put a yamika 

mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net
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on his head, pretended his was rocking back and forth 



 
before the Wailing-Western Wall 



 
in Jerusalem and asking G-d/God for yet another miracle when it was so obvious 
that the only way to combat those with untraceable currency who own each and 

every elected and non-elected government official who sanction De Beers, again the 

most anti-Semitic, most corrupt dynamic organization in the history of the world 

who make the Pope look like a saint, is to chop off all their limbs followed by their 

torso, and thanks to the Internet, sharing knowledge-information-light at light-G-d-

speed without having to draw a drop of blood. 
 

Remember, the Pope sat on his hands during World Oil War II as some 6 million of 

our best of the best Jewish brothers and sisters were brutally murdered for the 

simple reason they were Jewish, practicing most of all “independent thinking” that 

begins with “fair and free markets”, the antitheses of the practices of De Beers, the 
extortionists of extortionists? 

 

Do you parents know how dumb you are?  

 

Thank God/G-d for G-d and thank G-d my G-d is not the same as the Devil, the 
DeBeers-Dollar that you so worship. 

 

Now while feeling free to communicate with everyone on the “$ hit list” [sic] and 

only bother President Bush if you think he is not reading my emails, leave me alone 

to decide what the hell next to do with my very sore baby finger; pissing me off the 

http://www.just3ants.com/gary/letterstopres/partVIII/default.shtml


most is that the surf conditions in front of the gallery-studio cliff house are picture 

perfect and not a single surfer in sight. 

 
What a life! 

 

Ps – I understand that as the tetanus infection sets in, lockjaw begins and 11% 

prove fatal? 

 
Gold last trading at US$906.60 

 

[Word count 2434] 
________________________________________________ 
From: Andrew Duncan 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 7:21 AM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: one more time- As previously and respectfully requested Please remove me from your email list 

 
 
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Andrew Duncan <aduncan@sbcglobal.net> 
Date: May 17, 2008 3:14:43 PM PDT 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Re: in play - QUIET - play ball - ISRAEL at 60  -- 
 

Gary 

As previously and respectfully requested 

Please remove me from your email list 

thanx 

ad 
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